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Problem Statement
As part of South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (SCDDSN) se rvice to
persons with mental retardation and other severe, lifelong disabilities, the agency provides
residential care for almost 5000 consumers with complex disabilities. The agency and its local
provider organizations own and operate hundreds of community residences and regional center
dormitories located in every county in the state. In keeping with the agency's mission to "assist
people with disabilities and their families through choice in meeting needs, pursuing possibilities and
achieving life goals," it is important to assess the condition, appropriateness, and effectiveness of the
residential facilities that house the people served by SCDDSN. Through the ongoing process of
evaluation and improvement, the agency can achieve our vision "to provide the best in services to
assist persons with disabilities and their families in South Carolina."
Seizing the Opportunity for lighting Improvement and the Implications
The process improvement project element of the Certified Public Manager Program provides an
excellent opportunity to invest meaningful effort into carefully examining one specific issue relevant
to SCDDSN's delivery of residential services. Through the CPM project, recommendations for lighting
and daylighting improvements can be made, supported by appropriate data. Very little targeted
emphasis has been placed on indoor lighting in many of the agency's residential facilities, and the
potential to improve consumer wellness and quality of life has not yet been tapped. This project is in
keeping with the agency's mandate to utilize best practices and approaches and to be responsive,
efficient and accountable in assisting persons with disabilities and their families.
Improving the lighting in our residential buildings can make daily tasks less frustrating and more
comfortable for our consumers with disabilities. Research literature repeatedly surmises that it is not
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necessarily expensive to provide good lighting. If light can affect the way we sense the world, "shape
our moods", "soothe the mind and invigorate the body" (Lighting Design & Installation, p. 5), why not
utilize light to affect a more positive, relaxed behavior?
Long accepted scientific research establishes strong ties between wellness and the quality of
indoor lighting. This (PM project investigates ways to improve our agency's process of providing
natural and artificial indoor lighting for persons with disabilities. By investigating what constitutes a
well-designed, healthy lighting environment in residential facilities that primarily house mentally
retarded residents, opportunity for significant, cost efficient and simple improvements in both
natural and artificial indoor lighting are revealed. Improved lighting will result in reduced energy
consumption, improved staff and consumer productivity, reduction in behavioral problems, improved
housekeeping conditions, and an overall positive and cheerful atmosphere.
Types of Light
Task lighting is directed lighting for specific activities, such as reading, sewing, cooking, etc. While
ambient or general area lighting is best if diffused, task lighting is generally best if directional. Well
designed task lighting actually makes activities more enjoyable and easier. In our homes, well-placed
lamps are a key form of task lighting, especially beside our beds or favorite chair. Distinctive task
lighting defines the important spaces within a room, and makes these spaces more inviting and gives
a sense of ownership, our own personal place, to carry out our special work and activities. Providing
appropriate task lighting actually lowers a person's stress level (Fong, p. 19), and that is an important
consideration for our agency's consumers, many of whom have volatile personalities.
Task lighting for persons with mental retardation can be more challenging to provide because of
the wide diversity of abilities associated with the work and activities of the individuals. Unpredictable
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behaviors of some residents and safety considerations tend to minimize the use of individual floor
and table lamps to provide task specific lighting. Due to the reduced use of lamps, effective and
direct task lighting is often neglected in agency housing.
It is important to note that an adjustable track light over an easy chair can provide excellent task
lighting and design definition that will enhance task performance and personal comfort while
allowing for flexibility in furniture placement and without posing the same safety issues associated
with the use of table and floor lamps. A fixture mounted on the wall beside the bed is a common and
practical way to provide individual bedroom task lighting. However, "wall washers...that provide
reflected light for reading" (Fong, p. 22) not only provide an appealing, damage-resistant solution;
they also contribute toward a more residential appeal. Ideal control for an over-the-bed light should
be accessible from the bed, perhaps in the form of a dimmer. Typical reading light should be
approximately 3 square feet at 47 inches above the floor. (Fong, p. 22) Better task lighting in
bathroom and dressing areas should provide cross lighting from counterbalancing sources to
eliminate shadows. Effective task lighting should provide illumination for one consumer without
being obtrusive or contributing glare to another consumer.
Good artificial lighting design requires that task lighting be designed first, and the general room
lighting is then designed to supplement the task lighting. This minimum, unfocused, diffuse room
lighting is best if provided from several sources and is known as ambient lighting. Ambient lighting
provides just enough light to move around safely, to make a room comfortable, and to minimize the
contrast between task areas and non-task areas. Ambient lighting is most effective when it mimics
daylighting. In small rooms, little ambient lighting is necessary. However, in large rooms, a little
more background lighting is needed, and one of the most elegant ways to achieve the needed
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ambient lighting is via concealed cove lighting directed toward the ceiling and eliminating glare.
Natural Lighting or daylighting is another area of underutilized lighting design that has significant
health implications, as well as potential energy savings. After many years of visits to far too many
SCDDSN residences and dormitories to count, general observation is that natural daylighting is an
area of drastic underutilization in SCDDSN residential facilities. And it's no secret that biochemical
imbalances in the body occur specifically related to diminished amounts of sunlight. "Seasonal
Affective Disorder (SAD) afflicts millions, causing seasonal depression and drastically diminishing
quality of life during the winter months" (Lighting Design & Installation, p. 19). One can only wonder
if this imbalance, and related depression, is not exacerbated and prolonged in some residential
locations where very little natural light is allowed to ever enter the facility. Other studies indicate
that indoor environments with adequate natural light and a view to the exterior contribute to better
sleep habits, as exposure to sunlight is essential to a balanced circadian rhythm. A regular process to
open window coverings each morning to utilize natural daylight for daytime ambient lighting
produces benefits that are two fold. Residents will receive beneficial natural light, and the energy
required to power artificial lights will be saved.
Future residential design can and should incorporate state-of-the-art lighting design techniques
that strive to control the use of daylight with clerestory windows, light tubes, and high tech glazing to
reduce glare and heat while maximizing the use of natural light and controlling privacy. When
daylighting considerations are included in building design from the beginning, the result will be a
healthier building environment that will positively impact those who live there. According to U. S.
Green Building Council, "A well-designed daylit building is estimated to reduce lighting energy use by
50 to 80%. This conserves natural resources and reduces air pollution. Daylighting and outdoor
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views .....create a more integrated neighborhood. Daylit spaces can increase occupant productivity
and reduce illness and absenteeism." (USGBC, p. 386.)
In addition to task lighting, ambient lighting, and natural lighting, there are other types of
lighting such as accent lighting, decorative lighting, and outdoor lighting. However for the purpose of
this study, the focus will be on the first three types.
Technical Improvements in Lighting
SCDDSN's homes offer significant opportunity for increased energy efficiency through the
reduction in use of inefficient incandescent bulbs that do not provide adequate illumination.
Fluorescent lamps are many times more efficient. Compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) will fit into
existing incandescent fixtures and provide more light while using much less energy. For example, a
40-watt incandescent bulb can be replaced with a 9-watt CFL and a 75-watt incandescent can be
replaced with a 13-watt CFL to receive the same amount of illumination (Whitehead, p. 179).
"Fluorescent sources emit more than three times as much light as incandescent and use at least one-
third less electricity (Grosslight, p. 80).
Selecting lamps/Light Bulbs
In selecting new lamps or bulbs, three criteria should immediately be considered: 1) what is the
lamp's wattage, or how much power will the bulb consume; 2) how many lumens, or amount of light,
does the bulb emit; and 3) what is the longevity, or the average number of operating hours a bulb will
last. The first two criteria are used to calculate the number of lumens per watt, or efficacy, and
because fluorescent bulbs have significantly higher efficacy than incandescent, fluorescents are now
widely utilized for both environmental and fiscal reasons. Fluorescents lamps also last much longer,
thereby reducing maintenance costs.
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In addition to watts, lumens, and longevity, consideration should also be given to 4) color
temperature, and 5) color rendering index. Also important to remember is that lamp types and sizes
should be limited to a reasonable number, and care should be taken to purchase low mercury
content bulbs that can be thrown away in the landfill without special disposal requirements.
Color Temperature in degrees Kelvin
Understanding color temperature nomenclature is very important in selecting the correct lamp or
light bulb, and it relates to the warmth or coolness of the light's color. Color temperature is
measured in degrees Kelvin (K), and the scale runs from zero to more than 8000. Surprisingly, the
higher numbers correspond to cooler colors. Fluorescent bulbs can run the range of 2500K to 5000K,
with lower range constituting warm white, mid-range constituting daylight, and high range
constituting cool-white designation. "In general, choosing bulbs with attention to color temperatures
can help harmonize the light with a decor or a mood." (Lighting Design & Installation, p. 13)
Unlike the color limitations that fluorescent lamps had in the past that were either pinky-orange
or ghoulish blue-green, more than 200 colors of fluorescents are currently on the market. Some
lighting experts recommend that lamps be selected to provide a color temperature of between 3,000
and 4,000 degrees Kelvin, because this color temperature best represents outdoor mid-day lighting
(Whitehead, p. 178).
Color Rendering Index - CRI (Lighting Design & Installation, p. 13-15)
Color rendering index is used to measure how well or true the lighting perceives colors. The CRI
scale runs from 1 to 100, and the higher the number, the better and more natural colors appear, thus
the higher the CRI the better. Outdoor lighting on a sunny day provides a CRI of 100. Incandescent
and halogen bulbs all tend to run in the 95 to 100 CRI range; however, to get this range in a
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fluorescent tube requires a special color corrected lamp. "Generally speaking, it is best to use one
lamp color (color temperature and color rendering index (CRI)) in all spaces. This is the single most
important element in maintaining a consistent quality of light over time" (Fong, p.19).
Fluorescent Ballast Selection
Replacing old magnetic ballasts in fluorescent fixtures with new electronic ballasts is a simple and
relatively inexpensive way to improve lighting effiCiency, and will also eliminate the irritating
humming or buzzing that has turned many people against fluorescent fixtures. When purchasing new
fixtures, be certain that the ballasts are electronic, not magnetic as found in cheaper fixtures.
Dimmable ballasts are now available, although still expensive. However, as technology improves, the
cost of dimming fluorescent fixtures will likely become more affordable.
Fixture Selection and Appropriate Lighting Levels
It's interesting to note that lighting design should start "with an evaluation of the occupants'
needs, visual and physical capabilities, age, and lifestyle. Because needs, lifestyles, and occupants can
change, consideration should be given to the use of portable, modular, and easily controlled
luminaries." (IESNA, p. 18-1)
For serious reading, the equivalent to 75 watts of incandescent light positioned next to the reader
at shoulder height is recommended (Whitehead, p. 181). While most of us can easily relate to a 75
watt incandescent bulb, there are a lot of other factors, fixtures, and lamp types to consider. Task
lighting for bedtime reading or other bedside tasks is best provided by adjustable wall fixtures,
according to lighting expert, Jane Grosslight. A carefully selected fixture will allow one person to read
without disturbing others in the room, especially if the fixture has an opaque shade that does not
transmit light. A reading light mounted on the wall near the head of the bed is much preferable to a
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table lamp that does a poor job of illuminating reading material and does not restrict the light enough
to avoid disturbing others in the room.
When using track lights, proper positioning should eliminate working in one's own shadow
(Whitehead, p. 178). Also consider recessed adjustable lights, although recessed lights can provide
challenges for rated ceiling assemblies that are often required in SCDDSN residential facilities.
Kitchen task lighting can be provided by under cabinet thin (approx. 1" deep) compact fluorescent
fixtures that come in a variety of lengths, miniature disk lights, open-faced xenon strip lights, or
flexible rope lights (Truini, p. 72).
In dressing areas with mirrors, lighting should not be focused on the mirror, but rather on the
person, and preferably from both sides to eliminate shadows on either side of the face. Care should
be taken to cover the lamp with a lens or opal glass to avoid glare.
Tubs and showers are typically problem areas for lighting, in that fixtures are often omitted or not
suitably chosen for the wet area. A minimum of eight foot-candles is recommended for a tub or
shower (Grosslight, p. 80-85). Lights must be moisture resistant and water tight, and if the ceiling is
rated, a recessed shower light must also be appropriately rated.
From chandeliers, pendants, torchieres, cove lights, recessed lights, track lights, and wall sconces -
todals fixture choices provide a good design solution for almost every lighting challenge.
Lighting Controls
The u.s. Green Building Council literature recommends that 90% of building occupants have
individual lighting controls to enable adjustments to meet their preferences and needs. LEED
standards suggest methods of providing uniform ambient illumination and adjustable task lighting,
such as off/on, repositioning, and multiple light levels. Careful consideration should be given to
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automatic occupancy sensors, daylight sensors, and other lighting controls. Per LEED for New
Construction, "individual controls for lighting can lead to increased occupant comfort by enabling
occupants to tailor the space to their individual needs. Additionally, by reducing ambient space foot-
candle levels and providing user controlled, flexible, task-appropriate lighting, overall lighting energy
costs and heat loads" are reduced.
Today's lighting technology offers affordable lighting controls with motion sensors that turn on
lights when someone enters the room and turn off lights when no one is around. Dimmer switches
allow the user to control lighting levels at very low cost. Rocker switches are easier to use for a
person with hand strength disabilities. The variety of lighting controls is constantly changing our
choices for lighting improvement.
Data Collection and Analysis
In order to better understand the activities that must be correctly lighted, data collection for this
report began with a survey of residents of agency dormitories and homes, family members of
consumers, direct care staff, and administrators. The survey results show that living areas are used
for watching TV, reading, games, puzzles, and crafts, with frequencies high enough for tasks routinely
performed to require careful lighting considerations. Reading and games are indicated as most
frequent activities for the living areas. In the dining room, design consideration should be given not
only for the primary use for dining, but also to use for reading, games, puzzles, and occasional crafts.
In the bedrooms, important consideration should be given to lighting for grooming, medical
examination, and reading, but also to less frequent games, puzzles, and crafts.
Project research shows lighting design should start "with an evaluation of the occupants' needs,
visual and physical capabilities, age, and lifestyle. Older people require much more light than
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younger people; a 55-year-old requires twice as much light as a 20-year-old. Because needs,
lifestyles, and occupants can change, consideration should be given to the use of portable, modular,
and easily controlled luminaries." (IESNA, p. 18-1) The Part 1 Lighting Survey, located in Appendix B
and entitled "Determining Lighting Needs," begins the evaluation and certainly supports the need for
flexibility in lighting design to appropriately light a wide variety of activities.
In addition to determining lifestyle issues, the survey also investigated attitudes and behaviors
related toward utilizing daylighting. Of the 49 survey responses, 86% of the respondents indicated
that window coverings are opened during daylight hours to provide natural lighting of building
interiors. However, 45% of respondents indicated that daylighting was utilized in only limited spaces,
such as living room only, or living room and one bedroom, or other single rooms or responses that
suggest that some rooms never utilize natural light. But most concerning is the 14% who revealed
that daylighting is not used at all.
The Part 1 survey also indicates that table lamps and floor lamps can not be widely utilized in
agency housing, which is troubling since lamps are the most widely used form of task lighting in our
own homes. Eight of 49 responses pointed out that due to unpredictable and sometimes explosive
behaviors by the consumers, lamps are considered dangerous. One survey stated that lamps "can
even be used as a weapon," and should be avoided.
The data also revealed that only three consumers with visual impairment live in the residences
represented by the 49 surveys. One survey was returned by a consumer who is legally blind, and thus
performs daily tasks without the need for good lighting.
The survey indicates 6% dissatisfaction with dining room lighting, 14% dissatisfaction with
bedroom lighting, and 32% dissatisfaction with living room lighting. These figures are particularly
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interesting when compared with Part 2 Lighting Survey "Examining Existing Lighting," which involved
actual field measurement of lighting levels and inventory of fixture and lamp type and condition. The
survey format, charted results, and graphs for this survey are found in Appendix A, and include real
time conditions in four dormitories and four community residences.
During visits to the dorms and homes, direct observation suggested behaviors that are not
consistent with the Part 1 data. Specifically, only three of the 16 bedrooms surveyed, just 19%,
utilized natural light for daytime lighting.
Living Areas
Evaluation of the living room ambient and task lighting certainly supports the 32% dissatisfaction
rate evidenced in the Part 1 Survey, but the question seems to be "why isn't this dissatisfaction figure
much higher?" In the 8 buildings where light meter readings were taken, one dorm and all four
homes, or 63%, failed to provide even 15 foot-candles of ambient lighting suggested as minimum
recommended lighting for resident lounge areas by the American Institute of Architects (see
Appendix D.) Task lighting was even more troubling, as the only task lighting provided was a single
table lamp in five of the eight living areas, and in these two of the five were not in operating
condition due to burned out lamp or not plugged in. The three that were in usable condition were
located at a table in the rooms that was utilized primarily by staff for paperwork. Six of the eight
locations failed to provide the minimum recommended level of lighting of 30 foot-candles required
for reading. The two dorms that met this criterion did so with fluorescent overhead lighting that did
not define the task space, but rather made the room monotonous and institutional.
Dining Rooms
Similarly, dining room lighting measurements proved concerning. While five of the eight
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locations, or 63%, had adequate ambient lighting for safely moving around the rooms, only two of the
eight, or 25%, provided the 30 foot-candles of lighting recommended for reading, games, puzzles, and
crafts that often occur in these spaces. It's impossible to reconcile the very low dissatisfaction rate of
6% with the dismal recordings of actual field conditions. Again, the dorm dining areas, including
those where ambient and task lighting is very high, have suspended ceilings with fluorescent 2 x 4
fixtures. Dining room fixtures in the homes were either ceiling mounted incandescent fixtures or
incandescent chandeliers, often with burned out lamps.
Bedrooms
Light meter readings for ambient and task lighting were taken in 16 bedrooms, two bedrooms at
each location. For the suggested ambient level of 15 foot-candles, 5 of 8 (63%) of the dorm
bedrooms met the criterion, while none of the eight community residence bedrooms met the
minimum level. Again, fluorescent fixtures provided bedroom light in the dorms, and the homes all
had old ceiling mounted incandescent fixtures, many with burned out lamps. Better maintenance
and the use of compact fluorescents in the existing incandescent fixtures would prove an immediate
and inexpensive improvement at all of these homes. All of the failing dorm bedrooms had old
magnetic ballast T-12 fluorescents that are long overdue for replacement with more energy efficient
T-8 electronic ballast fixtures.
Again, the 14% dissatisfaction rate for bedroom lighting is puzzling. The lack of adequate ambient
bedroom lighting, with 11 of 16 or 69% failure, should probably be dissatisfying to those surveyed,
but task lighting stats are much more dismal. Bedroom task lighting was non-existent, and none of
the sixteen bedrooms provided task lighting for reading or for personal grooming. In fact the absence
of table and floor lamps throughout agency housing detracts from a homelike environment, but the
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danger of using lamps, which can be easily knocked over or otherwise abused, for task lighting was
cited numerous times in the Part 1 survey as a danger. Since none of the sixteen bedrooms surveyed
provided adequate task lighting, finding a satisfactory task lighting solution is important.
Other Areas
Kitchen and laundry room lighting was a mixed bag, with some good and some bad. Bathrooms
frequently did not provide enough light for bathing, toileting, and personal grooming. In many areas,
there is not enough light for cleaning and insuring sanitary conditions are maintained. Color and
ambient level consistency was especially lacking in the homes, where kitchens and laundry areas
were lit with ghoulish fluorescents, and dining, living, and bedrooms were lit with dim and often dirty
incandescent. Most home bedrooms had a single ceiling mounted incandescent fixture to provide for
all lighting needs, and even more troubling were the bedrooms where the blinds and room darkening
curtains remained closed in the middle of the day.
It is noteworthy that the two dorms that best met recommended lighting levels, Dorms 3 and 4,
were both retrofitted with new energy-efficient fluorescent lighting within the past five years. Even
these recently renovated dorms could benefit from attention to bedroom and living room task
lighting, and an improved lighting design could perhaps result in the reduction of overall ceiling
fixtures and improved energy efficiency, in addition to improving the home-like environment. Dorms
1, 2, and all four homes have lighting systems that are original or several decades old, and all need
significant lighting renovations. Based on proven past retrofits, these lighting upgrades will easily pay
for themselves in two to five years in energy savings, not to mention the improved health and living
environment for our consumers.
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Summary of Findings
As originally suspected} both research of good lighting practices and field collected data of
existing conditions support the need for an improved process of providing interior lighting for
SCDDSN consumer housing. The problems that were uncovered are diverse and include:
1) Failure of residents and staff to utilize energy and health conscious practices of opening
window coverings during the day to provide natural lighting to the greatest extend possible.
2) Failure to replace incandescent lamps with more energy efficient and longer lasting compact
fluorescent lamps wherever possible.
3) Failure to properly maintain lighting by cleaning fixtures} lenses} and replacing burned out
lamps immediately and efficiently.
4) Failure to renovate lighting systems in accordance with new} more energy efficient and better
color consistency and color rendering technology.
5) Failure to provide fixtures and placement that provide appropriate task lighting.
6) Failure to provide consistent levels and coloration for ambient lighting.
Implementation Recommendations
Short Range
1. Distribute this report electronically to appropriate staff statewide} including regional center
administrators and maintenance directors} local provider executive directors} and agency wide
maintenance and purchasing.
2. Distribute prototypical guidelines for effective lighting and lighting maintenance for SCDDSN
and local provider residences} with emphasis on interior ambient} task} and natural lighting.
3. Determine concise list of lamps} with recommended consistent color temperature (degrees K)
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and recommended consistent CRI for color recognition. In order to reduce costs associated
with re-Iamping, work with State Procurement to determine vendor(s) with best pricing for
recommended lamps. (More information in Appendix C).
4. Conduct training on lighting maintenance for responsible agency staff and local provider staff.
Fixture replacement and the use of appropriate compact fluorescents with good color
rendering could easily provide improved lighting and considerable energy efficiency.
5. Discuss statewide focus on daylighting opportunities with administration and program side
staff, as behavioral adjustments can be difficult to implement.
6. Follow-up to determine what improvements have been made, including associated costs and
energy savings.
7. Propose lighting improvement funding through annual State CPIP process (Comprehensive
Permanent Improvement Plan) and through South Carolina Energy Office to renovate lighting
systems in all state owned dorms and community residences, as appropriate. Undoubtedly,
finding funding will be a multiyear and repetitive request process.
Long Range
1. Begin process to evaluate and rank dorms and community residences for lighting renovations.
2. Once ranked, begin as-built verification and design process.
3. As funding is approved, implement improvements.
4. Conduct exterior lighting evaluation.
5. Continue to seek funding for lighting renovations.
6. Continue cyclical follow up on conditions, maintenance, improvements, and energy savings.
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Lighting Survey - Part 2 - Examining Existing Lighting
By
Joan Cooper, Director of SCDDSN Engineering and Planning
3440 Harden St. Ext., Suite 231, Columbia, SC 29203
803-898-9793 or JCooper@ddsn.sc.gov
The purpose of this survey is to inventory existing conditions at a minimum of4 four-bed CTH II community residences, 4 eight-bed ICF-
MR or CRCF community residences, and 4 sixteen-or-more-bed dormitories, for a total of12 residences minimally.
The existing conditions will be analyzed in comparison to identified needs (Lighting Survey - Part 1) and research recommendations prior
to preparing an implementation plan and recommmendations for improvements
The long range goal of this study is improve the quality of the indoor environment through more effective lighting.
Joan Cooper will be the primary Part 2 surveyor, with assistance from Engineering and Electrical Maintenance Staff only.
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Dorm/Community Residence:
-----------------Address:
-----------------Surveyor: --",=-__--==-=-__-:----:-::_
~ FC CRI deg K indiv controls staff controls fixture type
Kitchen
ambient lighting
task lighting - sink
task lighting - stove
task lighting - counters
task lighting - pantry
night lighting
glare issues
comments
Laundry Room
ambient lighting
task lighting
Staff Office Work Area
ambient lighting
task lighting
glare issues
Living Room
ambient lighting
task lighting
task lighting
nightlight
glare issues
Dining Room
ambient lighting
task lighting
nightlight
glare issues
Bathroom One
ambient lighting
task shower
task bathtub
task toilet
task sink
nightlight
glare issues
I I I I I I I I I
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Bedroom One
ambient lighting
task lighting at bed
task lighting at closet
other task lighting?
nightlight
glare issues
residents per bedroom
Bedroom Two
ambient lighting
task lighting at bed
task lighting at closet
other task lighting?
nightlight
glare issues
residents per bedroom
Bedroom Three
ambient lighting
task lighting at bed
task lighting at closet
other task lighting?
nightlight
glare issues
residents per bedroom
Bedroom Four
ambient lighting
task lighting at bed
task lighting at closet
other task lighting?
nightlight
glare issues
residents per bedroom
~ FC CRI deg K indiv controls staff controls fixture type comments
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COMPARING EXISTING LIGHTING TO RECOMMENDED STANDARDS
Dorm 1 Dorm 2 Dorm 3 Dorm 4 Home 1 Home 2 Home 3 Home 4
Average Recommended
Level Level
Kitchen
11.8 15 to 30
17.2 30 to 50
20.5 10
17.7 30
51.5 50 to 75
25.9 20 to 30
28.1 25
24.3 25
11.5 15
6.8 30
1.2
11.8 15
10.0 30
1.1 1
-
ambient 9.4 15 57.1 43.9 19.6 12.3 2.7 3.6
T-12 FL T-12 FL T-8 FL T-8 FL Incandescent Incandescent mixed track mixed track
task 9.4 14.6 32.4 35.3 22.7 16.6 5.4 4.9
none none none none Incandescent mixed track mixed track
-
ambient 4.7 16.5 37.1 22.2 1.7 2 4.4 5.5
T-12 FL T-12 FL T-8 FL T-8 FL Incandescent Incandescent mixed track mixed track
task 4.3 14.9 42.8 37.2 2.9 8.5 13 14
none none none none Inc T Lamp Inc T Lamp Inc T Lamp Inc T Lamp
ambient 15.5 10.8 12.8 29 10 6 2.3 5.8
T-12 FL T-12 FL T-8 FL T-8 FL Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent
task 5.6 6.7 15.7 17.5 3.1 2.4 0.7 2.7
none none none none none none none none
night 0.6 0.8 4.7 0.6 0.4 0.3
inc can incandescent 8m FL inc wall none none inc hallway inc hallway
ambient 9.2 19.9 15.3 23.7 12.9 5.6 2.9 5
T-12 FL T-12 FL T-8 FL T-8 FL Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent
task 7.2 12.3 16.5 28 6.5 2.7 2.2 4.2
none none none none none none none none
niQht 0.7 0.6 3.2 1.5 0.2 0.3
Inc can Incandescent 8m FL FLwali none none inc hallway inc hallway
ambient 21.4 8.5 73.5 45.2 85 24.1 75.4 78.8
T-12 FL T-12 FL T-8 FL T-8 FL T-12 FL T-12 FL T-12 FL T-12 FL
sink 11.5 11.7 35 31.4 28.5 11.8 42.9 34
none none none none none none none none
stove 10.9 11.1 33.4 47.2 32.4 7 43 39.7
none none none none hood inc hood out hood inc hood out
counter 18.3 18.5 32.8 33.1 21.5 8 31.9 30
none none none none none none none none
Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Living
Dinmg
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COMPARING EXISTING LIGHTING TO RECOMMENDED STANDARDS - CONT.
ambient 15.8 19.2 56.1 110.4 26.6 22.8 36.2 20.8
T-12 FL T-12 FL T-8 FL T-8 FL T-12 FL Incandescent T-12 FL T-8 FL
task 13.2 15.3 50.4 61.5 16.4 11.6 15.6 6.6
none none none none none none none none
Average Recommended
Level Level
19.2 20 to 30
20.7 20 to 50
12.9 8
16.9 30
31.6 30
28.3 30
25.8 30
38.5 50 to 100
23.8 75
Home4Home 3Home 2Home 1Dorm 4Dorm 3Dorm 2Dorm 1
ambient 10.3 12.5 46.8 29.3 6.4 4.2 17.7 26.5
Inc can T-12 FL T-8 FL T-8 FL Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent
sink 16.5 10.3 53.3 19 8.7 8.6 18.2 31.2
Incandescent none FL none Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent
tub/shower 0.5 2.4 37.3 38.6 4.4 1.3 7.3 11.4
none Incandescent CFL CFL Incandescent Incandescent none none
toilet 16.4 11.3 31.2 29.1 2.9 2.8 19.6 22
none T-12 FL T-8 FL T-8 FL Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent Incandescent
#
ambient 2.9 52.5 25.2 7.8 16.9 11.5 40.1 96
T-12 FL T-12 FL T-8 FL T-8 FL T-12 FL T-12 FL T-12 FL T-12 FL
washer 2.9 52.5 18.7 6.5 20.7 18.6 30.7 75.5
dryer 2.7 52.5 18.7 9.7 20.9 15.9 23.5 62.2
Laundry
Bathroom
Staff Work Area/Office
T-8 FL
T-12 FL
Incandescent
CFL
Inc hallway
Mixed Track
Inc T Lamp
Inc can
Flwall
SM FL
Hood Inc
Hood out
T-8 electronic ballast fluorescent
T-12 magnetic ballast fluorescent
Surface mounted incandescent
Compact fluorescent lamp
Incandescent hall light serving as night light
Track fixture with mixed incandescent & CFL lamps
Incandescent table lamp
Incandescent recessed can light
Wall-mounted fluorescent
Small specialty fluorescent fixture
Incandescent in range hood
Lamp burned out in hood
* red indicates lamps burned out or other maintenance required
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I_ Existing - Recommended I
Comparison of Existing Lighting
to Recommended Standards
Dorm 1 (continued)
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I_ Existing - Recommended I Comparison of Existing Lighting
to Recommended Standards
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Comparison of Existing Lighting
to Recommended Standards
Dorm 4 (continued)
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Comparison of Existing Lighting
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Comparison of Existing Lighting
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Comparison of Existing lighting
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I_ Existing - Recommended I Comparison of Existing Lightingto Recommended Standards
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Comparison of Existing Lighting
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Lighting Survey - Part 1 - Determining Lighting Needs
By
Joan Cooper, Director of SCDDSN Engineering and Planning
3440 Harden St. Ext., Suite 231, Columbia, SC 29203
803-898-9793 or JCooper@ddsn.sc.gov
The purpose ofthis survey is to help better understand the daily life activities and tasks that occur
among our consumers and staffinside SCDDSN's community residences and dormitories. In
addition, the survey seeks the input ofadministrators, direct care staff, consumers, andfamily
members in identifying specific lighting needs and improvements.
The long range goal ofthis study is improve the quality ofthe indoor environment through more
effective lighting.
I ask your cooperation in providing answers to the following questions, after identifying yourself
appropriately below. Ifyou should have specific questions regarding the survey, please feel free to
contact me via e-mail or telephone.
Please copy and distribute for wide input. Please return via mail or e-mail by December 31,2008.
Thank you for your assistance!
Name (optiona1): _
Name of Specific Dorm or Community Residence: _
Address (no.& street, city, zip code) _
( ) Administrator ( ) Direct Care Staff ( ) Family Member ( ) Consumer
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
• watching television
• reading
• playing cards or other games
• putting together puzzles
• needlework or other crafts)
1. What are the most typical activities that require specific lighting consideration in the living room
area of your community residence or dormitory?
Frequency High Med. Low Never
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
Please list other typical activities and frequencies
2. Do you feel that the living room lighting is well designed to provide both ambient/general area
lighting and also task specific lighting? And what suggestions would you make for improvement?
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3. What are the most typical activities that require specific lighting consideration in the dining room
area of your community residence or dormitory?
Frequency High Med. Low Never
• eating/dining ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
• paperwork/reading ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
• playing cards or other games ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
• putting together puzzles ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
• needlework or other crafts) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Please list other typical activities and frequencies
4. Do you feel that the dining room lighting is well designed to provide both ambient/general area
lighting and also task specific lighting? And what suggestions would you make for improvement?
5. What are the most typical activities that require specific lighting consideration in the bedroom
areas of your community residence or dormitory?
Frequency High Med. Low Never
• dressing/personal grooming ( ) ( ) ( ) ()
• reading or looking at books ( ) ( ) ( ) ()
• playing cards or other games () ( ) ( ) ()
• putting together puzzles ( ) ( ) ( ) ()
• needlework or other crafts) ( ) ( ) ( ) ()
• examination by medical or staff () ( ) ( ) ( )
Please list other typical activities and frequencies
6. Do you feel that the bedroom lighting is well designed to provide both ambient/general area
lighting and also task specific lighting? And what suggestions would you make for improvement?
7. Do any of the consumers in your building have specific visual issues that require special lighting
considerations, and if so, how are these needs being met or what changes can you suggest?
8. Does your dorm or community residence take advantage of natural lighting during daylight hours?
In other words, are certain rooms lit by sunlight during the day, with little need for additional
artificial lighting? And if so, specifically which rooms?
9. What other suggestions for lighting improvement would you like to add?
10. How do consumer behaviors affect lighting choices, such as the use oftable and floor lamps?
What special considerations should be given to lighting controls (switches and dimmers) as these
relate to our consumers with disabilities? Please use the back of the page to elaborate as needed.
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Part 1 Lighting Survey Results -Determining Lighting Needs
Question # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1a
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
GG
HH
II
JJ
KK
LL
MM
NN
00
PP
QQ
RR
SS
TT
UU
VV
WW
Living Area Dining Room Bedrooms Visual Natural Other Behavior
OJ en en g' en ~ Issues Lighting Suggestions Special Considerationsc en Ql en Ql E en Ql xU Ql N en score OJ -0 Ql N en score -0 Ql N en LlJ scoreE 1ij .~ E ~ 0 E 1ijco N C co N co 0 co N -0> Ql co :::::J .... Ql co :::::J .... .... Ql co :::::J .... Ql~ a: (!J a.. () i:5 a: (!J a.. () (!J a: (!J a.. () ~
STAFF 2 3 3 3 3 need more 2 3 3 3 3 great 2 3 3 3 3 3 Igreat like brighter yes need more light in activity areas lamps dangerous
ADMIN 3 1 1 1 1 Qood 3 1 2 2 2 good 3 2 1 1 1 2 make-up task none some need bedside task & motion controls OT&PT promote control
CONSUMER 3 3 3 a a Qood 3 a a a a Qood 3 a a a a 31Qood none none none NIA
CONSUMER 1 a a 3 a Qood 3 a 2 a a Qood 1 a a a a 11Qood none none none
STAFF 1 1 2 1 a good a 3 1 1 a Qood 1 2 1 a a 11Qood none none none
STAFF 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 need task none Iyes corridor med cart IiQhting lamps dangerous
STAFF 2 3 3 3 3 good 3 3 3 3 3 Qood 3 3 3 3 3 3 Qood none Iyes none none necessary
ADMIN 2 3 3 3 3 need more 3 3 3 3 31good 3 3 3 3 3 3 good none Iyes
STAFF 2 3 3 3 3 need more 3 3 Igood 3 3 3 good none none none none necessary
STAFF 2 3 3 3 3 need more 3 3 3 3 algood 3 3 a 3 a 3 good none none none none necessary
STAFF 1 3 3 3 3 need more 3 3 3 3 31good 2 3 2 3 3 3 good none Iyes lamps dangerous
STAFF 1 2 3 3 2 Qood 2 3 2 2 31good 3 3 2 3 3 3 need more none some lamps dangerous
STAFF 2 3 3 3 3 Qood 3 3 3 3 31Qood 3 3 3 3 3 3 Qood none Iyes dimmer for night lighting
CONSUMER 1 3 1 1 31good 1 2 1 1 11Qood 1 3 1 1 3 3 Qood none Iyes more in bedrooms maybe
STAFF 1 3 2 2 2 Igood 2 2 2 2 21Qood 3 3 2 2 3 3 Qood none some more outside liQhtinQ lamps dangerous
STAFF 1 3 3 3 31good 3 3 3 3 31good 3 3 3 3 3 3 Qood none Iyes none none necessary
STAFF 2 need more 2 need more 3 3 3 3 good none some more liQht for paperwork/meds dimmer switch
STAFF 3 3 3 Igood 3 3 3 Igood 3 3 3 3 good none Iyes important
STAFF 3 3 IQood 3 3 Igood 3 3 3 3 3 3 good none some none necessary
FAMILY 3 a 2 a alQood 3 a 1 a algood 3 3 1 a a 3 adequate none some none none
STAFF 3 1 1 1 21Qood 3 3 2 3 21Qood 2 3 2 2 2 3 adequate none Iyes dimmers would be great
ADMIN 2 3 2 3 31good 2 3 2 3 31Qood 2 3 2 3 3 3 yes none some none none necessary
ADMIN 2 3 2 3 3 Igood 2 3 2 3 21Qood 2 3 2 3 3 3 Qood none some none none necessary
ADMIN 2 3 3 3 31good 3 3 3 3 31good 3 3 3 3 3 3 Qood none yes need more liQht and enerQY efficiency lamps danQerous
FAMILY 3 2 2 2 21good 3 3 2 2 2 good 3 2 2 2 2 2 Igood none yes
STAFF 2 3 3 3 31good 3 3 3 3 3 good 3 3 3 3 3 3 need more yes bedroom & bath better lighting dimmer for night lighting
STAFF 3 1 1 1 a need more 3 3 1 1 a good 3 2 3 1 a 31good none yes
STAFF 2 Qood 3 Qood 3 Igood none yes lamps dangerous
STAFF 3 2 good 2 2 Qood 2 IQood none some none necessary
STAFF 2 2 2 2 1 good 3 3 1 1 1 Qood 2 2 2 1 1 11Qood none none none necessary
STAFF 2 2 2 2 2 good 3 3 3 3 3 good 3 1 a a a 1 IQood none yes
STAFF 3 3 1 1 a good 3 3 1 a a good 3 2 2 2 a 21good none none outdoor liQhts wi motion sensor none
ADMIN 2 3 2 2 3 good 3 2 2 2 good 3 2 2 2 2 31good none some suggest dimmer switches
STAFF 3 3 3 3 need better 2 2 2 good 3 3 3 3 3 3!good some need better lighting in the living room
STAFF 3 3 3 3 3 need more 3 3 3 good 3 3 3 2 need more none some need more light in living & large bedroom
STAFF 3 3 3 Qood 3 3 Qood 3 3 2 good yes Iyes no problems noted
STAFF 3 3 3 3 Qood 3 3 3 3 3 IQood 3 3 3 need better none some none no problems noted
STAFF 2 2 1 1 a good 3 2 1 1 11Qood 3 a a a a 2 Qood none some staff niQht work light
STAFF 1 3 2 2 1 Igood 3 3 2 2 11good 3 3 2 2 2 3 Qood none Iyes none none necessary
STAFF 2 3 3 a a need more 3 3 3 a a Igood 3 3 3 a a 3 good none some need more livinQ room lighting
CONSUMER 2 3 3 a a need more 3 3 3 a a Igood 3 3 a a 3 good none some need more living room lighting none necessary
STAFF 2 3 2 a a Igood 3 3 2 a a Igood 2 3 2 a a 2 good none some none no comment
CONSUMER 3 3 3 2 2 need more 3 3 3 2 2 Igood 3 3 3 3 2 2 Igood yes some need more living room lighting none necessary
CONSUMER 3 3 3 3 3 need more 2 3 3 3 IQood 3 3 3 3 3 31good none yes
CONSUMER 2 3 3 3 3 IQood 3 3 2 3 3 !:lood 3 3 3 3 3 31Qood Iyes yes none like liQht switches
CONSUMER a a a a a impaired a a a a a impaired a a a a a 2 never Iyes, two yes none dimmers would be good
STAFF 3 1 3 2 2 not good 3 2 2 2 1 not good 3 2 2 2 1 3 not good none some lamps dangerous
CONSUMER 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 need more 3 3 3 3 3 need more some hallway is dark lamps dangerous
CONSUMER 3 a 3 2 a not good 3 a 3 2 a Qood 3 a 2 2 a 2 not good none Iyes make liQhts briQhter want lamp in my room
Column Avg 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.0 1.8 2.7 2.5 2.2 2.0 1.7 2.6 2.5 2.0 1.9 1.6 2.6
Key
3 High Frequency
2 Medium Frequency
1 Low Frequency
a Never
Living Area
47 responses
15 dissatisfied
32% dissatisfied
Dining Room
48 responses
3 dissatisfied
6% dissatisfied
Bedrooms
49 responses
9 dissatisfied
18% dissatisfied
Daylighting
49 responses
86% use daylighting
45% use limited daylighting
14% never use daylighting
Behavior
8 responses indicating
lamps are dangerous
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Color TemptFllurt
Light gets progressively whiter and accents more
of the blue end of the spectrum as color temper-
ature increases. Low-temperature 3000 lamps
~;hed a"soft" light that highlights reds, yellows,
and browns. 3500 lamps are generally neutral
and highlight no particular color. High-tempera-
lure lamps of 4100 and up highlight
Ilrogressively more blues, greens, and grays.
CHI
I;HI measures light source quality on a 100-point
·,c:.lle, With sunlight setting the standard as a
purleet 100. Since electricity constitutes the
11I;1111I portion of lighting expenses over a life-
lU1l8, choose the highest CRI available to make
~Lamp"""'"
the best use of electricity consumed for your
chosen lamp type and color temperature.
LIIIIIIIIIlI Lamn MllnItnI..
Alumen Is the measure of the quantity of light
emitted by a source. Examples:
• Candle: 12 lumens
• 6O-watt soft white light: 840 lumens
Lumen maintenance refers to how much output
is preserved over the life of the lamp.
limp LIfI
Rated lamp life is taken from astatistically large
sample and measures the length of time from
first use to the time when 50% of tested lamps
have died. Individual lamp life increases and
decreases depending upon how often it is turned
on and off - the less a lamp is turned on and
off, the 1000ger the life.
CCIVII' 8..~ .
Ahlgh-quality Lexan plastic sleeve completely
encases fluorescent tubes to contain glass frag-
ments and mercury In the event of breakage.
Particularly suited for use in food processing and
schoolroom applications.
Low MeRIIIY (TCLP) Till Comllll...
The Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure
test specified in the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1990 Is used to charac-
terize fluorescent lamp waste as hazardous and
nonhazardous waste. Always check with your
local codes on fluorescent lamp disposal.
534 GR.I.INGER.
"".iiiiiiiiii
0/= Extended WlIrral11y Available gralnger.com
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ambient ..
temper- ...~
ature. ---
Use only Indoors on
120V, 60 Hz circuits.
Energy Star Compliant
....
II.
Provide flicker-free
instant starts (less than
one second), in temper-
atures as low as -22"F
(-23"C). 82 CRI. Best
performance is achieved
if operated base up and
=
..28•
sen-Ballasted Compact Fluorescent Lamps
• Ullin ..., dInIc:IIon, • Nan-dImmIbIe (1IIlIIa
.... up, .... down or noted)
horIzanIII • SCrew In MIdIum
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Fill ...11I'",.,1,. • CFL..., ..,.,. 514.
tCold cathode Compact Fluorescent Lamps
• .... 7Ii% .......,... Soft-strike low-voltage starting
..1CII1dIIcInI..... method also helps maintain bulb life.
• 0pIrdng ........... 1'IIIlIC -211'" Safe In wet locations. Effective for w":,_,,.
III 18lrF both indoor and outdoor appllca-
• 1nIIgnI....... tlons, Including signs, marquees,
The solid tungsten cathode provides and decorative lighting. UL and C-UL
continuous tlashlng and full-range listed.
dimming capabilities with no loss of u..
average bulb life. ...... A
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Prismatic lens and super-
bright LED Improve
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consumption ensure excel-
lent return on investment.
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Product Results - GE Commercial Lighting Products Page 1 of 1
0.00,,-XY
WORLDWIDE PARTNER
HOME ~ PRODUCTS EDUCI\TiON. RESOURCES UGHTING ,APPLICATIONS
Pro~11(;t§ > biJJ&.Qr Fluorescent> Straight Linear> T8
3 products match your selections Sort By: Select
Products 1-3 of 3
SJ1<LW--".UEsults J'" CCMf'~R~
up to 4 items Product Bulb Base Watts Details
Narrow Your D GE Ecolux® UitraMax7M T8 Medium 28 Voltage 115
Results covRguard® Starcoat@ T8 - Bi-Pin Nominal length 48inShatter-Resistant (G13) (1219.2
PC: 29318 mm)
Our Brands Desc: F28T8SP35UMXCVG Color 3500 K
Ecolux@ View larger Temperature
IJltraMax 1M Color Rendering 85
covRguard® Index (CRI)ilillli
Energy-Saving
D GE Ecolux@ Starcoat® T8 T8 Medium 25 Initial Lumens 2400Yes
sl:towall PC: 72129 Bi-Pin Mean Lumens 2256
Desc: F32T8/25WSPX35EC (G13) Rated Life 36000 hrs
Nominal Overall Length Nominal length 48 in
48.0 (1219.2
StJQ.wali View larger i Iilll i rnrn)Color 3500 K
. . TemperatureWattage
~3Q Color Rendering 85
31 - 40 Index (CRI)
Color Rendering Index D GE Ecolux® covRguard® T8 Medium 32 Initial Lumens 3100
(CRI) 9tarcoat® T8 - Shatter- Bi-Pin Mean Lumens 2915Resistant (G13) Voltage 13781 - 90
Show all PC: 00268 Rated Life 24000 hrs
Desc: F32T8XLSPX35HCVG Nominal length 48 in
Color Temperature View larger (1219.2
3001 - 4000 mm)
Show all Color 3500 K
i Iilll ! TemperatureColor Rendering 85
ST.4,RT A NEW SEARCH
Index (CRI)
ANSI Code 1005-2
t. CCMPP'iU. I!!!£l i INCANDESCENT~ HALOGEN lillI COMPACT FLUORESCENT
up to 4 Iilll i FLUORESCENT ~ MINIATURE [E!Q] HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE
items ~ i SEALED BEAM
Products 1-3 of 3
Return To Top
Home I Products I EliteNet I Education/Resources I Lighting Applications I Where to Buy I FAQs I Contact Us I Site Map
Products for Your Home I Press Room I Corporate I Investor Information I Privacy Policy IAccessibility Statement I Terms of Use
Copyright General Electric Company 1997-2009
http://genet.gelighting.com/LightProducts/Dispatcher?REQUEST=RESULTPAGE 2/2/2009
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Compact Fluorescent - Self-Ballasted - GE Commercial Lighting Products
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Compact Fluorescent - Self-Ballasted
LED
ill ill C2l
Candle
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~
Illi rC1 S5
fu!!!ti
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Page 1 of 1
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Product Results - GE Commercial Lighting Products Page 1 of 1
WOlllOWIO£ PJ,itlHU
:0- HO~v1E ~ PRODUCTS EDUCj·,TION. RESOURCES ,- liGHTING APPliCATiONS
f'mducts > Compact Fluorescent> Self-Ballasted> Reflector,PAR38 Products 1-3 of 3
3 products match your selections Sort By: Select
r CC!>1PA.Rf
up to 4 items Product Bulb Base Watts Details
PAR38 Medium 26 Initial Lumens
Screw Mean Lumens
(E26) Rated Life
MOL
Narrow Your
Results
Applications
FQcilities
Hospitality
Indoor Floodlight
Office
Pathway. Garden &Deck
B~staurant
Retail Display
o GE Floodlight PAR38 -Facilities: Retail Display:
Hospitality: Office;
Restaurant
PC: 21739
View larger Desc: FLE26/2/PAR38/CD
1200
970
6000 hrs
5.5 in (139.7
mm)
Color 2700 K
Temperature
Color Rendering 82
Index (CRI)
ENERGY STAR® Qualified
1300
10000 hrs
5.6 in (142.2
mm)
2700 K
Initial Lumens
Rated Life
MOL
Color
Temperature
Color Rendering 82
Index (CRI)
ENERGY STAR® Qualified
PAR38 Medium 26
Screw
(E26)
GE Floodlight Long Life
Energy Smart~J PAR38
PC: 47483
"" Desc: FLE26/2PAR38XCD
View larger
o
1300
10000 hrs
5.6 in (142.2
mm)
2700 K
Initial Lumens
Rated Life
MOL
Color
Temperature
Color Rendering 82
Index (CRI)
ENERGY STAR® Qualified
PAR38 Medium 26
Screw
(E26)
GE Floodlight PAR38 -
Facilities: Retail Display:
Hospitality: Office;
Restaurant
pc: 80895
View larger Desc: FLE26/2/PAR38/XL
o
t. CCMPA.Rf
up to
items
ill!fllINCANDESCENT~ 1HALOGEN [ill]! COMPACT FLUORESCENT
[ill]! FLUORESCENT ~! MINIATURE IE!QI! HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE
[ll] 1SEALED BEAM
Products 1-3 of 3
Return To Top
Home I Products I EliteNet I EducationiResources I Lighting Applications I Where to Buy I FAQs I Contact Us I Site Map
Products for Your Home I Press Room I Corporate I Investor Information I Privacy Policy I Accessibility Statement I Terms of Use
Copyright General Electric Company 1997-2009
http://genet.gelighting.com/LightProducts/Dispatcher?REQUEST=RESULTPAGE&CHAN... 2/2/2009
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
Product Results - GE Commercial Lighting Products
WORLOWIDE '.lltHfR
Page 1 of2
flTt: SEARCH HOME .... PRODUCTS !7D;JC:~TION i RESOURCES UGHTJNG ,\PPLlC,UfONS
[:mducts .> Compact Fluorescent> Self-Ballasted.> Spiral®,T3
51 products match your selections
Show all results
Narrow Your
Results
Our Brands
Energy Smart@
sotlVVtlite
Applications
Standard
~howall
Maximum Overall Length
(MOL)
101-500
501 - 6.00
Wattage
0-10
11 - 20
21 - 30
Color Temperature
0-3000
1001 - 6000
6001 and above
SrAfH A NEW ';lA;,CH
Products 1-10 of 51
1 2;2 '! ;j
Sort By: Select
Base Watts Details
Medium 10 Initial Lumens 520
Screw Mean Lumens 420
(E26) Voltaoe 120
Rated Life 8000 tlrs
MOL 4.4 in (1117
mm)
Color 2700 K
Temperature
Color Rendering 82
Index iCRI)
ENERGY STAR'!') Qualified
Medium 10 Initial l.umens 520
Screw Rated Ufe 8000 hrs
(E26) MOl. 4.4 in (111.7
mm)
Color 4100 K
Temperature
Color Rendering 82
Index (CRI)
ENERGY STAR@ Qualified
Medium 10 Initial Lumens 500
Screw Mean l.umens 400
(E26) Voltane 120
Rated Ufe 8000 tlrs
Color 6500 K
Temperature
Color Rendering 82
Index (CRI)
ENERGY STAR@Qualified
Medium 10 Initial Lumens 520
Screw Mean Lumens 420
(E26) Voltage 120
Rated Life 8000 hrs
MOL 4.4 in (1117
mm)
Color 2/00 K
Temperature
Color Renderino 82
Index (CRI)
ENERGY STAR® Qualified
0 GE Soft White Spiral® T3 - T3 Medium 10 Initiall.umens 520Facilities· Retail Display: Screw Mean Lumens 420
Hospitality: Office· Restaurant (E26) Voltage 120
PC: 49907 Rated Ufe 8000 hrs
Dese: FLE10HT32S\VCD2PK MOL 4.4in(111.7
View larger mm)Color 2700 K
Temperature
ilillli Color Rendering 82
Index (CRI)
ENERGY STAR® Qualified
0 GE Soft White Splral<ID T3 - T3 Medium 10 Initial Lumens 520Facilibes· Retail Display· Screw Rated Life 12000 hI'S
Hospitality Office· Restaurant (E26) MOL 4.4 in (111.7
PC: 49807 rnrn)Color 2700 K
http://genet.gelighting.com/LightProducts/Dispatcher?REQUEST=RESULTPAGE 2/2/2009
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
Product Results - GE Commercial Lighting Products Page 20[2
View larger Dese: FLE10HT32SWCD3PK TemperatureCoior Rendering 82
Index (CRI)
i[ill]i
ENERGY STAR@i Qualified
0 GE Soft Wl]J~iral® T3 - T3 Medium 10 Initial Lumens 550Facilities; Retail DisJ2\U Screw Rated Life 12000 firs
Hospitality~QtflG~?S!!lurant (E26) MOL 4.4in(111.1
PC: §Q9:H? mm)
Desc: FLE10H13/2/XL Color 2700 K
View lamer TemperatureColor Rendering 82
Index (CRI)
i[ill]i ENERGY STAR'?) Qualified
0 GE Soft White SpiralQl) 13 - T3 Medium 10 Initiall..umens 550Facilities' Retail Display' Screw Rated Life 12000 hrs
Hospitality' Office' Reslaurant (E26) f"lOL 4.4in(111.7
PC 49671 mm)
Desc: FLEI0H13J2/XL2PK Color 2700 K
\L@w li.,rger TemperatureColor Rendering 82
Index (CRI)
i[ill]i ENERGY STAR@iQualified
0 GE Soft White Splral® 13 - T3 Medium 10 Initial Lumens 550Facilities' Retail Display: Screw Rated Ufe 12000 hrs
Hospitality' Office' Restaurant (E26) MOL 4.4in(111.7
PC: 47430 mmlColor 2100 KDesc FLE1OHT3I2JXl/CD Temperature
View larger Color Rendering 82
Index (CRI)
i[ill]i ENERGY STAR® Qualified
0 GE Spiral(l» 13 - Facilities' 13 Medium 13 Initial Lumens 825Retail Display' Hospitality' Screw Mean Lumens 660
Office Restaurant (E26) Rated Life 8000 hrs
PC: 21760 MOL 4.7 in (119.3
Desc: FLE13HT3/2/10PK mm)
Y.ie.w larger Color 2100 KTemperature
Color Rendering 82
i[ill]i Index (CRI)
ENERGY STAR@iQualified
1. COf4!'ARt
up to 4
items
IJE£l i INCANDESCENT~ i HALOGEN [ill] i COMPACT FLUORESCENT
[hIT] i FLUORESCENT ~ i MINIATlJRE [illQ) i HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE
~ i SEALED BEAM
Products 1-10 of 51
1 ~ ~ 1. Q
Return To Top
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Products for Your Home I Press Room I Corporate I Investor Information I Privacy Policy I Accessibility Statement I Tenns of Use
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GARY HODGIN, Procurement Manager MATERIALS MANAGEMENT OFFICE
E-Mail: GHodgin@mmo.sc.gov1201MAINSTREET.SUITE 600
TELE: (803) 737-0620 COLUMBIA. SOUTH CAROLINA 29201
Uploaded to Internet: 4/15/08
CONTRACT FOR LAMPS AND BALLASTS
Contract Period: February 1, 2006 - January 31, 2011
(The above date reflects the maximum contract period)
SECTION: L
PAGE: 1
DATE: 02/01/06
VENDOR:
CONTACT PERSON:
E-MAIL:
TELEPHONE NUMBER:
FAX NUMBER:
VENDOR NUMBER:
F.E.I.N.:
CONTRACT NUMBER:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
EXPIRATION DATE:
DELIVERY:
Specialty orders:
VENDOR INFORMATION 1 VENDOR INFORMATION 2 VENDOR INFORMATION 3
LARGE LAMPS PHOTO LAMPS ELECTRONIC BALLAST
Graybar Electric Co. Scott Electric Graybar Electric Co.
745 Sunset Blvd. 1000 South Main Street 745 Sunset Blvd.
West Columbia, SC 29169 Greensburg, PA 15601 West Columbia, SC 29169
Vaughn T. Hall Mark Troutman Vaughn T. Hall
Vaughn.hall@gbe.com sld@scottelectricusa.com vaugh.hall@gbe.com
803-796-2800 800-442-8045 ext. 1505 803-796-2800
803-796-2796 877-837-8906 803-796-2796
0001143 0186052 0001143
13-0794380 25-1052048 13-0794380
06-S7017-AI1917 06-S7017-AlI919 06-S7017-AI1921
March 23, 2006 February 1, 2006 February 1, 2006
January 31,2011 January 31,2011 January 31, 2011
5 DaysARO 5 DaysARO 5 DaysARO
7 DaysARO 7 DaysARO 7 DaysARO
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
GARY HODGIN, Procurement Manager
E-Mail: GHodgin@mmo.sc.gov
TELE: (803) 737-0620
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT OFFICE
1201 MAIN STREET, SUITE 600
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201
SECTION: L
PAGE: lA
DATE: 02/01/06
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR LARGE LAMPS <VENDOR 1)
Order from: Graybar Electric Co. at the eight (8) locations shown on attached list.
All orders will be shipped F.O.R destination freight prepaid except individual orders for less than $500.00
shall be shipped F.O.R destination freight prepaid but adding shipping charges to the invoice as a separate
charge. Agencies are encouraged to buy in full case quantities.
Catalogs and price lists will be provided by the contractor.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PHOTO LAMPS <vENDOR 2)
Order from: Scott Electric, at the location shown on Page 1.
All orders will be shipped F.O.R destination freight prepaid except individual orders for less than $500.00
shall be shipped F.O.R destination freight prepaid but adding shipping charges to the invoice as a separate
charge. Agencies are encouraged to buy in full case quantities.
Catalogs and price lists will be provided by the contractor.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ELECTRONIC BALLASTS <VENDOR 3)
Order from: Graybar Electric Co. at the eight (8) locations shown on attached list.
All orders will be shipped F.O.R destination freight prepaid except individual orders for less than $500.00
shall be shipped F.O.R destination freight prepaid but adding shipping charges to the invoice as a separate
charge. Agencies are encouraged to buy in full case quantities.
Catalogs and price lists will be provided by the contractor.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
GARY HODGIN, Procurement Manager
E-Mail: GHodgin@mmo.sc.gov
TELE: (803) 737-0620
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT OFFICE
1201 MAIN STREET, SUITE 600
COLUMBIA. SOUTH CAROLINA 29201
SECTION: L
PAGE: IB
DATE: 02/01/06
CONTRACT TO FURNISH: LARGE LAMPS
Effective date: March 23,2006 through January 31,2011
COM. CODE DESCRIPTION VIM VNITPRICE
285-50 Large Lamps, to include incandescent, flourescent
F34CW/RSIWM/ECO ea. $ .69
F32T8(SP~~¢9) 1q ea. $ 1.03
60A/52WM BOV ,( ea. $ .18
~I
60A 130V (/ ea. $ .18
F32T8/SP35IECO ea. $ 1.03
75A/67WM BOV ea. $ .18
F96T12/CWIWMlECO ea. $ 1.56
100A/90WM 130V ea. $ .18
F17T8/SP41IECO ea. $ 1.46
60A/52WMP/99 BOV ea. $ .18
F35/CWIU/6/WM ea. $ 3.24
F35/CW1U/6IWM1ECO ea. $ 3.24
F34LW/RSIWM/ECO ea. $ .69
F32T8/SP411U/6/ECO ea. $ 3.68
F40DXlECO ea. $ .82
All other large lamps listed in price list document # 9002 dated 08/1/2005 will be less 79% from the net
price column.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
.GARY HODGIN, Procurement Manager
E-Mail: GHodgin@mmo.sc.gov
TELE: (803) 737-0620
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT OFFICE
1201 MAIN STREET, SUITE 600
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201
SECTION: L
PAGE: lC
DATE: 02/01106
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO. - LARGE LAMPS
ORDERS MAY BE PLACED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
•
DISTRIBUTORS AND ADDRESS
Graybar Electric Company
745 Sunset Blvd.
West Columbia, SC 29169
Graybar Electric Company
200 East Daniel Morgan Ave.
Spartanburg,SC 29302
Graybar Electric Company
299 Garlington Road
Greenville, SC 29607
Graybar Electric Company
1499 Salem Road
Beaufort, SC 29902
Hilton Head Area
Graybar Electric Company
Suite 100
41 Plantation Park Drive
Bluffton, SC 29910
Graybar Electric Company
1425 Dave Lyle Blvd.
Rock Hill, SC 29730
Graybar Electric Company
3222 Mike Padgett Highway
Augusta, Ga 30906
Graybar Electric Company
1129 North 23 rd Street
Wilmington, NC 28405
CONTACT PERSON & TELEPHONE NUMBER
Vaughn Hall
(803) 796-2800 (Phone)
(800) 688-2320 (Toll Free)
(803) 796-2796 (Fax)
Chris Klepin
(864) 582-8036 (Phone)
(864) 583-6257 (Fax)
Doug White
(864) 213-9900 (Phone)
(864) 213-9911 (Fax)
Mike Dryden
(843) 524-8888 (Phone)
(843) 524-4571 (Fax)
Paula Shepherd
(843) 757-1600 (Phone)
(843) 757-1300 (Fax)
Floyd Johnson
(803) 366-0200 (Phone)
(803) 366-7141 (Fax)
Scott Richards
(706) 798-0450 (Phone)
(706) 796-2566 (Fax)
Shane Fanning
(910) 762-2648 (Phone)
(910) 762-1237 (Fax)
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
GARY HODGIN, Procurement Manager
E-Mail: GHodgin@mmo.sc.gov
TELE: (803) 737-0620
MATERlALS MANAGEMENT OFFICE
1201 MAIN STREET, SUITE 600
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201
SECTION: L
PAGE: 10
DATE: 02/01106
CONTRACT TO FURNISH: - PHOTO LAMPS
Effective date: February 1, 2006 through January 31,2011
COM. CODE DESCRIPTION UIM UNIT PRICE
285-51 Lamps, Photo
DYS/DYV/BHC Wiko ea. $ 2.99
FHS GE ea. $ 4.47
ENH WIKO ea, $ 6.49
ENX GE ea. $ 3.50
ELH GE ea. $ 4.27
EYB GE ea. $ 2.86
EXR GE ea. $ 4.19
EYB-5 GE ea. $ 2.87
FAL GE ea. $ 5.64
EMMIEKS Sylvania/Wiko ea. $ 2.49
CBA Ushio ea. $14.12
All other photo lamps listed in price list PH-3200-R (GE) dated 08/0112005 will be less 80% from the net
price column.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
GARY HODGIN, Procurement Manager
E-Mail: GHodgin@mmo.sc.gov
TELE: (803) 737-0620
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT OFFICE
1201 MAIN STREET, SUITE 600
COLUMBIA. SOUTH CAROLINA 29201
SECTION: L
PAGE: IE
DATE: 02/01/06
CONTRACT TO FURNISH: ELECTRONIC BALLASTS
Effective date: February I, 2006 through January 31, 20 II
COM. CODE
285-06
DESCRIPTION
Electronic Ballasts - G.E.
VIM UNIT PRICE
Electronic instant start for
2 F32T8, 120/277 VOLT lamps
Electronic instant start for
4 F032T8, 1201277 VOLT lamps
(Note: New ballasts is dual voltage 120/277)
ea.
ea.
$ 7.98
$10.27
All other electronic ballasts listed in price list BAL-7202 (GE) dated 08/0112005 will be less 78% from the
net price column.
ORDERS MAY BE PLACED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
DISTRIBUTORS AND ADDRESS CONTACT PERSON & TELEPHONE NUMBER
Graybar Electric Company
745 Sunset Blvd.
West Columbia, SC 29169
Graybar Electric Company
200 East Daniel Morgan Ave.
Spartanburg, SC 29302
Graybar Electric Company
299 Garlington Road
Greenville, SC 29607
Graybar Electric Company
1499 Salem Road
Beaufort, SC 29902
Hilton Head Area
Graybar Electric Company
Suite 100
41 Plantation Park Drive
Bluffton, SC 29910
Graybar Electric Company
1425 Dave Lyle Blvd.
Rock Hill, SC 29730
Graybar Electric Company
3222 Mike Padgett Highway
Augusta, Ga 30906
Graybar Electric Company
1129 North 23rd Street
Wilmington, NC 28405
Vaughn Hall
(803) 796-2800 (Phone)
(800) 688-2320 (Toll Free)
(803) 796-2796 (Fax)
Chris Klepin
(864) 582-8036 (Phone)
(864) 583-6257 (Fax)
Doug White
(864) 213-9900 (Phone)
(864) 213-9911 (Fax)
Mike Dryden
(843) 524-8888 (Phone)
(843) 524-4571 (Fax)
Paula Shepherd
(843) 757-1600 (Phone)
(843) 757-1300 (Fax)
Floyd Johnson
(803) 366-0200 (Phone)
(803) 366-7141 (Fax)
Scott Richards
(706) 798-0450 (Phone)
(706) 796-2566 (Fax)
Shane Fanning
(910) 762-2648 (Phone)
(910) 762-1237 (Fax)
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
Page 1 of 1
Smarr, Roy
From: Hall, Vaughn [Vaughn.Hall@graybar.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2009 6:07 PM
To: Smarr, Roy
Subject: FW: Lamp questions
Sorry about that.
From: Hall, Vaughn
sent: Thursday, January 22,20095:59 PM
To: rsmarr@ddss.sc.gov
Cc: Sweatman, Frank
Subject: Lamp questions
Roy,
Thanks for the call today regarding GE lamps on the state contract. Just a note, we also hold the contract for
electronic ballasts and can send you any information regarding these that you need as well.
Here is a link to GE lamps that should prove very helpful:
http://www.gelighting.comlnal
I have faxed over the catalog page for the F32 lamps, but I will have Frank Sweatman contact you to set an
appointment with you and Joan to discuss any of your lighting questions or needs.
Also, if you would like to mark your calendar for Tuesday, May 12th at the SC State Museum, Graybar will host
it's second Energy Expo.
This will feature GE lamps and ballasts, Lithonia Lighting, Leviton dimming and occupancy sensors, Square D
adjustable frequency drives and their PowerLogic metering and monitoring, Veolia Waste Management services
and more. We will have seminars throughout the day, plus displays of new products and energy saving
technology.
I will send you more details and a formal invitation as we move forward.
Please feel free to call me , Chris Crapps or Frank Sweatman to discuss any other information regarding lighting
upgrades.
thanks,
Vaughn
Vaughn Hall I Branch Manager, Electrical
745 Sunset Boulevard I West Columbia, SC 291691 Office (803) 727-17261 Toll Free (800) 688-2320 I Fax (803) 796-27961 Mobile (803)
513-59671 vaughn.hall@Qraybar.com
www.graybar.com • Works to Your Advantage
1/27/2009
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
01722/2009 18:49 FAX
-9GrI\VIJaR
works to )'our "dvit"tag~"
745 Sunset Blvd.
West Columbia, South carolina 29161
Telephone: 803-796-2800 /1-800·688-2320
Fax: 803-796-2796
Email: vaughn.hall@graybar.com
1lI001/002
Vaughn T. Hall
Date: 1/22/09
To: Roy Smarr
Company:
Telephone: 803-898-9627
Fax: 803-898-9653
Number of pages: 2
Attached is a catalog sheet from the latest GE fluorescent
catalog.
If you need any other information, please contact Frank
Sweatman or me.
Thanks,
Vaughn
745 Sunlel Blvd. Wilt CoIInbla, SC '-9169
_.lIrlyblr.cam
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
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APPENDIXD
Recommended Lighting Levels for Areas Unique to Nursing Homes
Minimum Foot Candles on Tasks At Any Timel
Foot Candles
Administrative Spaces: General Office, Medical Records, Conference/interview 50
area/room(s)
Corridors - Nursing Areas: Day: 20
Night: 10
Dietary 50
Elevators 15
Examination Rooms 50
Employee: Lounge(s): 50
Locker Room(s): 20
Linens: Sorting soiled linen: 30
Central clean linen supply: 30
Linen room(s)/closets 10
Stairways 15
Lobbyarea(s): Receptionist: 30
General: 20
Physical therapy 30
Occupational therapy area(s): Work benches/tables: 50
Work area - general: 30
Speech therapy 30
Resident Lounge(s): Reading 30
General 15
Resident dining area(s) 30
Resident care area(s): Roomlbed/toilet/reading: 30
General: 15
Nursing station(s): Desk, medication area, nourishment center: 50
General: 30
Corridors day/night (see "corridors" above): 20-10
Mechanical-electrical room/space: 30
Utility room: Clean and soiled 30
Janitor's closet 15
Storage - general 20
Toilet - bathing - shower facilities 30
Barber and beautician areas 50
Waiting area(s): Reading 30
General 20
1 Source: Guidelines for Construction and Equipment ofHospital and Medical Facilities, The American Institute of Architects Press, Washington,
D.C., 1992--1993 edition.
79 Digitized by South Carolina State Library
RECOMMENDED LIGHT LEVELS
Below is a list of recommended illumination levels for school locations in footcandles.
TYPE OF LIGHTING
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Fluorescent (indirect)
FIuorescent
Fluorescent (task lighting)
Fluorescent
Fluorescent (task lighting)
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Fluorescent (task lighting)
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Metal Halide/Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Fluorescent
Sodium/Metal Halide
FOOTCANDLES
50-75
50-75
50-75
75-100
75-100
50-75
100-150
10-15
50-75
50-75
20-30
20-30
10-20
10-15
20-30
20-30
20-30
50-75
75-100
30-50
30-50
20-30
1-2
AREA
Classrooms-general
Classrooms-art
Classrooms-computer
Classrooms-drafting
Classrooms-sewing
Labs-general
Labs-demonstrations
Auditorium seating areas
Auditorium concerts on stage
Kitchens
Cashiers
Dishwashing areas
Dining areas
Corridors & stairwells-elem
Corridors & stairwells-middle
Corridors & stairwells-high
Gymnasiums
Media centers
Offices
Teacher workrooms
Conference rooms
Washrooms
Building exteriors & parking lots
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Light Levels
Industrial Tasks and
Locations
Factory
Printing Industries
Packing Work
Exit/Entrance
Warehouse
Assembly Line Inspection
Assembly Line
Office
Typing
Drafting
Clerical Work
Warehouse
Corridor
Entrance
Hospital
Eye Inspection
Operating Room
Emergency Room
Exam Room
Waiting Room
Stairs
School
Library
Lab
Auditorium
Class Room
Gymnasium
Wash Room
Stairs
Home
Sewing
Reading or Studying
Putting on Make-up
Dining Table
Recreational Activities
Washing
Suggested Foot-
Candle*
100 - 200
100
50
20
200
100
200
200
150
20
20
10
50
150
20
100
30
10
150
150
20
50
30
20
5
100 - 200
50 - 100
30 - 50
20 - 30
15 - 20
10 - 15
* The illumination levels above are suggested and intended to be a minimum
on the task referenced. To assure these values at all times, higher initial
levels should be provided as required per task.
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I,
The SLM-ll'O Is a digital light m~ter. This Instrument comblnes 5% basic
accuracy with I!le capabUlly oi reading light up to 10.000 lootcandle. '
7/90 "I Form' 200
A,W, SPERRY INSTRUMENTS, INC,
,.]. 'DIGITAL LIGHT METER
MODEL SLM-110
1, FEATURES,
eWldeIIghUn!i;range. 0 • 10,000 iootcandle'.t
e Separal. Ught sen.oj allows optimum measurements.
e Compacl, IIg~tweighl and .asy to operale.
e lalli' LCD d!splay.
e Rugged A.BS',plasUc hou.lng,
eDala Hold
AW. Sperry Instruments, Inc.
JI5D JoShu,\S PIlf+l SlA-;-k~
Hauppauge, ,N.Y. 11788
Hauppauge, N.Y. 11788
Stale In wrtllng what Is wrong with tho Instrum.nt. All warr.nty repairs must
Include prooi of purchase In tho lorm 01 a I'glbl. or original copy of tho
sales rec.ipt, clearly Identifying the distribUtor. model number and dale of
purchase. Soe warranty stat.menl fOf full warranty dl.closur•. Repair
.stlmate will be furnished • requ.sl.d for out of warranty Instrum.nts. Be
eu.. to ~Iude 011 acc.ssorl.s which m.y be relal.d. to tho problem. and a
not. d.scrlblng the mallunctlon you obs.rved.
Print.d In Taiwan.
ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
A.W. Sperry Instruments, Inc., WIlrrahts thet thl. AWS Instrum.nt has boon
coretully lest.d, IiIspected, and warrant.d for on. (1) y.ar from tho dat. 01
purchas. Ily the' original end user. provided tho complet.d warranty cerd Is
returned wllhln t.n(10) days alter purchas•.•nd the Insllum.nl·has not been
misused. damaged due to negllg.nce, negl.ct· Or unauthoriz.d IOpair.
abus.d or used contrary 10 the operallng Ijlstructions. Inslrumenls and proof
of purchase In Ihe form of a I.glble copy or original 01 the sates receipt
clearly ldentifytng the dl.lrtbulor, .model number and date oi purchas. must
b. r.turn.d 10 A.W. Sperry Instruments tnc., AII.nllon: Customer Service
Conter, 245 Marcus BOUIeVllld, Hauppaug., New York '11788, postag.
pr.pald for examination and yorificallon. 01 manufacturing d.lec' under
warreI1.y.-A.W. Sperry Instrum.nts Inc., shell be the sOle Judge of .uch del.ct.
The liability of A.W. Sperry Instrum.nts Inc., shall be limited .to Ih. r.palr or
replacement at lis sole option oj any dei.ctlve product.
THIS ·WAffiANTY AND THE OBUGATIONS AND LIABILITIES OF
SELLER THEAEUNDE,fil ARE EXClUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF AND BUYER
HEREBY WANES ALL OTHER REMEDIES, EXPRESS WARRANTII;S,
GUARANTEES OR UABIUTIES. OF AND FOR INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR WHETHER OR NOT OCCASIONED BY
SELLER'S NEGUGENCE. THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT BE EXTENDED,
ALTEAED OR VARIED EXCEPT BY A WRITIEN INSTRUMENT SIGNED BY
SELLER AND .BUYER SOUE STATES ALLDW UMITATIONS ON HOW LDNG
AN IMPUED WARRANTY LASTS. SO THE ABCNE LIMITATION MAY NOT
APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIED LEGAL RIGHTS,
AND YOU MAY ALSO HAIlE OTHER RlGHTS WHICH VARY,FROM STATE TO
STATE.
WARRANTY RETURN
Reier to section 'R.tum for Repairs' lor comple'e InslrucUons. All warranly
return. must Includ. a leglbl. copy or original of Ih. sal.s receipt cl.arly
Identllylng tho model number, s.rial number and date of purchas•.
Belor. returning your Instrument for repair be sure 10 ch.ck that Ihe failure to
operate properiy I. not duo to the following:
1. Weak ban.ry
II these condilions do not Ixlll and tho Instrum.nt fall. to operal. properly,
relurn the in.trumonl and .ccessorl.s pr.pald to:
A.W. Sperry In.truments. Inc.
Oustomer Serdc. Departm.nt
AccuracyResolution
fx - ImJm'm SI unll of Illuminance.
9"lnltlon
~ unll of luminous'flux
Aunit of illuminance and also a unit of
luminous exllance. Use of the SI unll.
~~men per square meter, Is pref.rr.d.
Sl unit of luminous ellltance
.,
J.
Range
Symbol
1m
200.0 fe:
,
59l>± 2d
"
.He:
.L:
2,000 fc 1 Hc "
: '.
10 fe: "10,000 fc ;!.
jc= Im/ft'lt Th. name lum.n persqualO loot:
IS recomm.nded lor thl. unit. Us. of the SI •
~nlt of Illuminance, the lux (lumen per .quara
r'etelj. I. preferred.
The SLM·lI0 detecls vari9Uslev.1s of illuminance (br.ighlness) In
Ioolcandl... To J:OO\'llrt fJ'om footcandles to Lux • dlvlde Lux by 10.76.
"1;~ fo = IX./10.76 ;
'I
Lux Ix
Foolcandl. Ie
Lumen per 1m/mom
.qliare meter
Lum.n per 'lmIlt'lt
square loot
Name
Lumen
6. BATTERY REPLACEM~NT
The SLM·IIO.ha. a ....,.llOnlainod. power' .upply consisting of one llV
tran.lstor type banery (NEbA 1604, AWS Part# .B,,,).
1) Tum tho luncUon swlt~ 10 the 'OFF' pceltlon.
2) Remove lhe balt.ry cc;i""r.
3) Flemov. the banery frelm the compartment and Ullinap the banery"
connector.'; .:i
4) R.place ihe baltery wl1h a 9V transistor type balt.ry (NEDA 16(4). Aws
Part, B·... For maxlmum.baltery Ill., alkaline calls are recommend. •
5) R.placa the balt.ry co\.or.
"
"
5. USEFUL DEFINITIONS " !
The loIlowlng are .tandard dellnlUons for y,o'''Jng wllh redlant enermi. and
light.:: •
,
,:j,
... UGHT,MEASUAING PFPCEOUAE
TUIn power swltch 10 I~ on po.IUon. Place the "n.or In lhe direction 01
the IIghilOUlCO. You may,place the s.nsor on a tabletOp 10 read lhe
_rage Ilghilngal a partlCl'llar work areL Place the.rangeswllch'on tile
200.0 Ie poslUon. Illhe mtiter o..rranges switch to tho n.>et posllion 2,000 fc
or 10,000 fc to obtaln d.slied reading. A comparaUv. lighting chart oi '
typical recomm.nd.d leve\s of illumination Is provided on back.
To hold tho reading. simply slid. the data hold switch to tho right. ,
. I
Nole: II the display indlc"",s one or more I.adlng zeros;swllch to th, next
lower scol. to improve resolution and accuracy. ;
3. PACKAGING
"
Pack.d complele wlth Q-57 Carrying Cas,. one (t) 8V transistor type
Banery (NEDA 16(4) AWS Part , B.... Form# 200 Operating Inslructlons and
M1lanly card. '
'J
Nole: Accuracy tesl.d by ••tandard parall.llung.t.n lamp 01 2854'
lemperature.
3112 dlgll LCD with 13mm (0,5') high
numerels, 'Lo .Bal' annunclalor
o.....cond
Mo.1 slgnllicant digit 'I' remains.
0" 10 eo"C (32' to 122"F) at 80% relatlv. humidity
On. (I) 9V translslor typo banery. NEDA
160", AWS Part lB·"
150 hours wllh .tandard carbon zinc
ban.ry typical.
6."'(lj X2.7"(W) X,l,l'(H) (180 X 75 X30 mm)
.5" lb. (24 g)'lncludlng banery,
.
~' ~
Dimension.: 'i
Weighl: ,j
.,
Baltery Ule:
Sampling TIme:
Over-rang. lndlcaUon:
OpereUng environment:
Power Supply:
2, SPECIFICATIONS
Display:
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I ,~
::~ .
ADEQUATE LIGHT LEVELS FOR YOUR WORKING OR AT YOUR WORK AREAS I,i
~ ,
,.
,
,.
(Ix) '1
LOCATIONS 1,000 500 300 200 150 100 75 50 :1 30 20 15 10 7.5 5 3 2
ELECTRONIC PARTS TYPESETTING AT VISUAL WORK .iT PACKING WORK EXIT INDOOR EMERGENCY STAIRS
PRIN'flNO SHOP PRODUCTION L1NE ENTRANCE
(
ASSEM BLY LINE WAfilEHOUSE , .
FACTORY • DRAFTING • INSP~CTlON WORK t PASSAGE • LOADING OR 'UNLOADING WORK
-
,
t'
• ,
• TYPING CLERICAL WORK CONFERENCE ROOM CORRIDOR. ENTRAt:/CE INDOOR EMERGENCY
,
• DRAFT· DINNING Roo~ STAIRS. WARE· STAIRS ,
OFFICE ING RECEPTION ROOM HOUSE. ~ .1:
. I;
\
•M1KE•UP '.• SEWING, • READING • DINNING • RECREA • WASH·
• STUDY " TABLE TlONAl ING
HOUSE I:' ACTlV·
" ITIES.
•i,
ii
~r
• FOREFRONT OF • SHOW WINDOW ElEVAlOR • DISPLAY RECEPTION CORRIDOR INDOORS "
"SHOW WINDOW, • PACKING TABLE
.,
ROOM.STAND STAIRS. ,
STORE' (~ ,
~ .'0".,_,
;; .. ;
. EYE 'INSPE· OPERATING ROOM MEDICAL EXAM~NATION ROOM. WAITING SICK STAIRS. EMERGENCY STAIRS
eTlON, EMERGEN9Y DINNING ROQM, ROOM ROOM,
HOSPITAL rREATMENT. WARE·
~ HOUSE
I
• DRAFTINGI ROOM CLASS ROOM•. INDOOR GYMNASiUM EMEAGENCY STAIRS
• LABORATORY. '.' AUOI rORIUM,
SCHOOL LIBRARY, ' WASH ROOM.
.'
j:':
Ii
..
r',
• SHOW ,WINDOW •. COOICING ROOM. ENTRANCE, CORRIDOA j:.~.
DININGI TABLE , WASH ROOM. STAIAS,
RESTAURANT , \
)
\~ \
'!
.. • HAI~ DYEING • SHAVING. '. ,
BABER • MAKEUP • HAIR WASHI~ , ! I
'BEAUTY • HAIR DRESSING. • DRESSING, ;
PARLOR f.
1 , ,
"
',.
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